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PINE CONE BIRD FEEDER
(This recipe will cover one large
pine cone or 2-3 smaller ones.)
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* 1 cup of Vegetable
Shortening (Crisco)
You could use lard,
suet or peanut butter
instead.
* 1 cup of Bird Seed
* A few feet of string,
fishing line or twine.
*Spoon & Scissors
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1. Tie a string around the wider, stem end
of the pine cone.
2. Thoroughly spread the Vegetable
Shortening over the pine cone with a
butter knife or back side of a spoon.
3. Pour the bird seed into a bowl or flat
container. Roll the pine cone in the
birdseed until well covered. Pat the
birdseed so it sticks to the Shortening.
4. Attach the bird feeder to a tree branch
or on our deck. Enjoy watching the birds.
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Each week the Barnyard posts other
craft ideas you can do online @
http://www.crosswaychurchwa.com
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This week, weʼve posted instructions
on how to make a squirrel and
elephant out of pine cones.
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This week, weʼve also added
instructions on how to make a pine cone
angels, snowmen and Christmas trees.
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Weʼve also passed along
some helpful tips for using
pine cones that you find
outdoors for interior crafts.
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Next Week’s Craft:

Find out what next week’s
craft is by signing up for a
weekly email or find CrossWay
Church Kids on Facebook!
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